
Phonexa Exhibiting at Affiliate Summit East
2018
GLENDALE , CA, USA, July 4, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Phonexa, the leading all-in-one platform
for ROI-driven marketing, has announced that it will be exhibiting at this year’s Affiliate Summit East in
New York.

Affiliate Summit, which hosts two events in the United States, in Las Vegas and New York, will be held
at the New York Marriott Marquis from July 29-31. The two-decade-old global conference and
tradeshow expects to host thousands of digital marketers from over 70 countries.

Key attendees typically include C-suite executives and top decision-makers from a variety of different
industries all within the lead generation space. The individuals, agencies and service providers amass
at Affiliate Summit to grow their network and learn from other industry experts.

Phonexa announced earlier this year that they are taking the lead in eliminating integration fees in
order to create a more client-friendly business practice. The accumulated cost of API integrations is
often a serious roadblock for companies who need to upgrade their existing systems. With the costs
of integrations out of the picture, businesses can allocate more of their budget and effort towards
creating better products and marketing campaigns. Phonexa’s client-focused business practice should
be well-received at the 2018 Affiliate Summit East, as thousands of brand representatives and
industry leaders collectively hunt for value-driven solutions.

The packed agenda at Affiliate Summit East provides each different attendee with relevant
workshops, networking opportunities and valuable takeaways; equipping affiliates, networks,
technology providers and digital agencies with the appropriate strategies and industry knowledge they
came to acquire.

Technology exhibitors, such as Phonexa, and companies from nearly every industry are welcome to
hear from notable speakers, showcase their products and share their expertise. There is something
for everyone at the conference, which is why Affiliate Summit has gained a significant amount of loyal
attendees over the course of two successful decades.

About Phonexa

Phonexa is an all-in-one platform for ROI-driven marketing with solutions for call tracking and routing,
lead generation and distribution, email marketing, and integrated accounting. Phonexa helps
businesses reach their optimal ROI by unifying the entire lead tracking journey. To learn more, please
visit www.phonexa.com.
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